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ABSTRACT 
A Layered Multicast Packet Video System. (May 1996) 
Thomas B. Brown, B, S. , Texas AlkM University 
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Pierce E. Cantrell 
Software based desktop videoconferencing tools are developed to demonstrate 
techniques necessary for video delivery in heterogeneous packet networks. Using the 
current network infrastructure and no network resource reservation, a one-to-many 
implementation is designed around a two-layer pyramidal video coder. During peri- 
ods of congestion, the network routers give priority to the base layer, which by itself 
allows reconstruction of reasonable quality video. Receiver feedback is used to lower 
the output rate of the encoder's low priority pyramidal layer when sll receivers are 
suffering high packet loss. Each of the two layers is transmitted on a separate mul- 
ticsst channel. Under persistant congestion, an individual receiver will discard the 
low priority pyramidal layer, which allows the network to prune the multicast tree 
back and avoid congestion. A new scheme is examined where if the other receivers 
are agreeable, the source will respond to a, receiver pruning its pyramidal layer by 
lowering its rate and allowing the receiver to quickly rejoin the pyramidal layer at a 
quality level higher than what the high priority base layer can provide by itself. An- 
other nev scheme is described where an agent on the receiver's local router provides 
spare capacity information to assist the receiver in its decision to rejoin the pyramidal 
layer. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The novelty of Internet videoconferencing has lured a large number of users into 
making exceptional demands on network resources. The CU-SeeMe videoconferencing 
system [1] has perhaps empowered the most people with this technology as it is the 
cheapest solution that runs on the most widely available computer systems. 
CU-SeeMe provides a 16 level greyscale picture with a standard window size of 
160x120 pixels. Two steps, conditional Sxg block replenishment and lossless compres- 
sion, are used in the CU-SeeMe video coding algorithm. Because the original target 
platform was of the early Macintosh variety, a transform coding technique was not 
used due to computational complexity. The lossless compression method can achieve 
an average compression ratio of 1. 7 [2]. 
When sufficient network resources exist between users, CU-SeeMe is a remarkably 
usable videoconferencing system. Unfortunately, this is not always the case, and the 
system does not efficiently use limited network resources. The first problem is that 
for multiparty conferences, a separate stream of data is created from each sender to 
all receivers. For the worst case, video delivery to n receivers will require u times as 
much bandwidth as is necessary in a. one-to-many conference. A recent addition to 
the Internet, and a, standard in the next-generation Internet Protocol (IPv6) [3], is 
multicast routing which allows a. data stream to be delivered to multiple recipients in 
an internetwork by generating only one stream at the source and letting the network 
replicate thc stream only at the routers that use divergent paths to reach multicast 
group members. 
The journal model is IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control. 
Considering a one-to-many video distribution scenario, another problem is that 
nearly all video coders assume that every receiver has enough network bandwidth to 
receive the video. While users on uncongested high bandwidth links can view a high 
rate source, low bandwidth links viewing the same video will receive unacceptable 
video quality. This is common to nearly all video coders on the Internet. However, 
a video signal can be divided into a hierarchy of n layers, where the highest pri- 
ority is given to the most important information and lower priority to successively 
less important information. Layer i requires the complete reception of layers I to 
i — I for signal reconstruction. Receivers on low bandwidth links can reconstruct a 
gracefully degraded video signal from this contiguous subset of higher priority layers. 
The current Internet infrastructure does not support such a scheme as routers do 
not currently prioritize packets, but as the design goals of IPvfi include support for 
multimedia traffic, a four bit precedence field is supplied in the IP header [3]. 
High bandwidth links are usually not found on the edges of a network as more 
traffic is expected to flow in the core. It is often the case then that the congested 
router is the router immediately upstream from the receiver (or immediately down- 
stream of the sender). In such a, case, if time delays are not excessive, providing 
priority I'orwarding in this router will allow a. layered video coder to be successfully 
implemented. A router with priority forwarding will be included in the research 
testbed. 
An appropriate priority scheme must be chosen. Time priority schemes favor 
higher priority packets by serving them first while space priority schemes discard 
lower priority packets when the queue fills to s, certain level [4]. Time priority may 
be a, better choice for delay-sensitive real-time traffic [4]. If long queuing delays 
due to high trafiic intensity are: rare, it may be appropriate to use a, space priority 
scheme as the major goal is to ensure the delivery of the high-priority video stream(s). 
Packet loss can result either from buffer overflows in network routers or at a system's 
network interface, or late packet arrivals at the destination [4]. This research makes 
no attempt to reduce the packet loss caused by delay. Ignoring the influence of late 
packet arrivals on packet loss is obviously not appropriate for all cases. 
The power of the layered scheme is that it reduces the effects of packet loss during 
congestion by providing graceful degradation of the video quality. The result is that 
receivers on congested or low bandwidth links may participate in high bandwidth 
video streams. The Internet will remain heterogeneous as different types of links are 
required for difl'erent applications. For instance, mobile computing networks tend to 
be bandwidth limited. 
The treatment of multicast routing of hierarchical data has been discussed in the 
context of bandwidth reservation in [5, 6]. These papers specify an algorithm that 
delivers to the source a list of destinations and bandwidth available to them under 
the restriction that each destination receives all of the traflic on a single path. The 
algorithm then assigns bandwidth to layers under the constraint of a maximum num- 
ber of layers. As sound as this approach may be, the algorithm requires considerable 
network overhead as it expects the source to be privy to not only who is listening, 
but, also where those listeners are in the distribution tree. Incremental deployment of 
such a, solution given the Internet's current infrastructure would be challenging. Such 
an algorithm is not practical since an incrementally deployable solution is desired on 
an internetvork as large as the Internet. Another interesting but simpler proposal 
suggests reserving bandwidth for the base layer only, while higher fidelity packets are 
left to compete with each other [7]. 
If a, source sends each layered video stream on a separate multicast group [8], 
[9], a receiver can respond to persistent congestion by dropping a layer. This method 
is referred to as receiver-based congestion avoidance because a receiver causes thc 
multicast distribution tree to be pruned back beyond the point of congestion. 
This research extends previous ideas of congestion avoidance with two new ap- 
proaches. The first is a hybrid scheme, composed of both source-driven and receiver- 
driven congestion avoidance. If all participants are agreeable, a source reduces its rate 
in response to a receiver dropping an enhancement layer. The receiver then quickly 
attempts to rejoin the enhancement layer. The second scheme allows a receiver, by 
querying an agent on its local router, to make a more informed decision when it is 
deciding whether to rejoin a layer. Furthermore, a description of end-to-end delivery 
of layered video using IP multicast is presented. 
The research will include the development of experimental one-to-many video- 
conferencing tools based on the CU-SeeMe coder and the pyramidal coder developed 
by Sazzad [2]. 
Even though this research is carried out with 4 bit video, the results may be 
applied to color video systems as well since the luminance portion of the signal is 
considered to be representative of the whole video signal [4]. 
CHAPTER II 
LATEST DEVELOPMENTS IN NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE FOR 
MULTIMEDIA 
The Internet is incrementally evolving into an internetwork that can support multi- 
'media. This has been a rich area for research over the past several years, and the 
most interesting work is probably still yet to come. This chapter summarizes the 
important work upon which this research is based. 
A. Multicast Pruning 
Multicast routing is important for conferences with a large number of participants. 
A source wishing to multicast data on the Internet will address its packet not to a 
single machine (unicast), but to a group of machines. No more than one copy of the 
multicast packet will appear on any link; whereas, unicasting to multiple receivers 
requires multiple copies to be sent. Pruning is a multicast feature that allows the 
network to prune multicast trees so t, hat the data is delivered only to the branches 
necessary to reach all the receivers. Fig. 1 shows a multicast tree for a source W. 
To become a participant in a conference, an application (process) joins a host 
group which is designated by one of a set of reserved class D Internet addresses 
for multicasting. The process must also specify which interface is to receive the 
multicast packets. If no other process on the system belongs to the host group already, 
an unsolicited Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP) report is sent out the 
interface [10]. This allows each multicast router to determine which host groups have 
been joined on each of its links. Knowing which host groups have members on the 
router's adjoining links allows it to participate in pruning. 
If a router is the "parent router" of a link for a given source, it, will be responsible 
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Fig. 1. Relationship between Parents, Children, and Leaves. 
for forwarding host group packets for that source. The parent router on the link is the 
router on the link who has the shortest distance to the source. The shortest distance 
is determined in the case of Distance Vector Multicsst Routing Protocol (DVMRP) 
Cllj routing by the periodic exchange of (source, distance) information by a link's 
routers. Because of this relationship, it is evident that DVMRP performs minimum 
hop routing when all the link "distances" are the same, which is the assumption for 
Fig. 1. In Fig. 1, router 2 is the parent for link E. Link D does not have a parent 
router as no data flows through it. Instead, data. flows through link B to reach link 
F. Router 3 is the parent of link F, but if member Z was a source, for example, router 
5 would be the parent router for Zrs stream. Similarly, a "child link" belongs to its 
parent router. Link E is a, child of router 2, but link D is not a child in W's source 
tree. 
When a source begins sending data to a multic. ast group address. the first packet 
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Fig. 2. Pruning s. Tree on the First Packet. 
is generally broadcast across the entire shortest path tree with the exception of leaf 
links that do not have members of the group. Leaves are simply child links that 
no other router uses to reach the source. Links F and G are leaf links with respect 
to source W. Although no other router uses link D to reach the source, D is not a 
leaf because it is not a chihh Data will initially flow through all links except for D 
since D is not part of the shortest path tree. However, if there were no member Z 
at the beginning, then no data would initially be transmitted on link G. This initial 
delivery method is called Truncated Reverse Path Broadcasting (TRPB). No more 
than one copy of this first packet appears on any link as each link will only receive the 
packet from its parent router. A router may also truncate a branch if the incoming 
packet's time-to-live (TTL) value, which is decremented at each router, is less than 
t, hc threshold configured at the router [12]. This is simply an administrative way to 
contain a conference within a certain number of hops. 
Fig. 2 shows the same tree without a group member Z, The first packet will 
not appear on link G since it is a leaf link. When the first multicast packet reaches 
a router for which all child links are leaves and have no members of the group, a 
Non-Membership-Report (NMR) for the (source, group) pair is generated. Thus, an 
NMR is generated at router 4. The report is copied and passed to the next router 
upstream. If the next upstream router receives NMRs from all of its child routers and 
there are no group members on any of its child links, it copies the NMR and passes 
it upstream to the next router. Since router 4 is router 2's only child router, router 2 
will pass an NMR up to router 1 where the prune stops. Thus, the pruning process 
propagates nonmembership information up the tree far enough so that subsequent 
packets only go as fsr as they need to go to reach group members [13]. 
B. Real- Time Transport Protocol 
The Real-Time transport protocol (RTP) [14] was developed to provide a lightweight 
transport protocol for time-dependent data and to provide interoperability among 
conferencing tools in order to promote experimentation with audio and video deliv- 
ery to a large number of participants [15]. RTP is is an application-level protocol 
composed of a data protocol and a control protocol (RTCP). The application has the 
responsibility of encapsulating thc data payload with the RTP header and provid- 
ing the RTCP control I'unctionality. As it is network independent, it may fit above 
UDP/IP, or ATM's adaptation layer, or real time protocols like the Real-Time Mes- 
sage Transport/Internetwork Protocol (RMTP/RTIP) [16]. It does require the layer 
below it to provide multiplexing of the data and control channels. For example, UDP 
multiplexes data, and control using two ports. 
RTP leaves the responsibility of support for Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees, 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 
IV=2IPIXI CC=O IMI PT = 27 I sequence number I 
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 
I RTP timestamp I 
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ +-+-+-+ +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 
I synchronization source (SSRC) identifier 
+=+=+=+=+=+=+-+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+-+-+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+ 
I contributing source (CSRC) identifiers I 
I I 
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 
Fig. 3. RTP Data Header 
if any, to the network layers underneath it. It does not provide admission control or 
resource reservation services. Instead, it performs functions common to nearly all 
media delivery applications. Fig. 3 shows the RTP data header. 
A sequence number field is provided to allow a, receiver to keep the data in order. 
For video, the timestamp field is used by a receiver to associate packets with a given 
video frame. All packets for a. given video frame will have the same timestamp. The 
payload type (PT) field allows a receiver to identify which decoder it needs to use to 
reconstruct the media, and a one bit marker (M) field's use depends on the media. . 
For audio, it signals the beginning of a talk spurt, but for video it identifies the last 
packet for a video frame which causes the receiver to render the image. If the last 
packet of a video frame is lost, the receiver will render the frame when a packet with 
a new timestamp arrives. 
Each media stream is assigned a session source identifier (SSRC). For example, an 
audio stream from a source will get a unique SSRC and a, video stream from the same 
source will get its own unique SSRC value also. SSRCs are unique across a conference. 
An audio and video stream from the same source are bound by a canonical name 
(CNAME) identifier in an RTCP SDES packet which allows a receiver to synchronize 
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IV 2IP I SC I PT=SDES=202 I length I 
+ + e + + + +a+a+ + + + + + + + + + + + + +a+ + + + + + + + 
I SSRC/CSRC 1 I 
+-+-+-+-+-+-+ + + + +-+ + + +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ + +-+ +-+-+-+-+-+-+ 
I SDES items I 
I I 
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I SSRC/CSRC 2 l 
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I SDES items I 
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Fig. 4. RTCP Source Description Identifier (SDES) 
the two streams. The CNAME is globally unique across all conferences and is usually 
the email address of the sender. The SDES packet format is shown in Fig. 4. 
The control protocol's primary function is to provide reception quality feedback 
information. Packet loss, delay, and jitter statistics are fed back to the source, which 
uses the information to control its output rate. A participant who has recently sent 
data will periodically send a sender report (SR) followed by a list of receiver reports 
(RR), one for each source in the conference. Stacking multiple RTCP reports into 
one packet is what is referred to as a compound packet. 
Also sent in each compound packet is an SDES report with the CNAME identifier 
since new participants in the conference need to receive this as soon as possible to 
allow synchronization of the media streams. Fig. 5 shows a sender report. The sender 
report gives an indication of the amount of bandwidth transmitted by providing an 
octet count and a pa, cket count. 
Receivers who are not sending a data stream send only RTCP RRs compounded 
with the SDES packet. Reception statistics from senders and receivers should be sent 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 
+-+-+ + + + + + +-+-+-+-+ +-+ +-+-+-+-+-+ +-+ +-+-+-+-+ + +-+ +-+ 
IV=2IPI RC I PT=SR=200 I length I 
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 
I SSRC of sender I 
+ + + + + + + + + +s+z+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
I NTP timestamp, most significant word I 
+-+-+-+-+-+-+ +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ +-+ +-+-+-+-+ + + +-+ +-e-+-+-+-+ 
I NTP timestamp, least significant word I 
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ +-+-+ +-+-+-+-+-+ +-+ +-+-+-+-+-+ +-+-+-+-+ 
I RTP timestamp I 
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ + 
sender's packet count I 
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ + 
sender's octet count I 
+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+ 
I SSRC 1 (SSRC of first source) I 
+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+-+ -+ -+-+-+ -+ -+-+-+ -+ -+ -+-+ -+ -+-+ -+ -+-+ -+ -+-+-+-+ -+ -+ 
fraction lost I cumulative number of packets lost I 
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 
extended highest sequence number received I 
+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+-+ -+ -+ -+-+-+ -+ -+-+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+-+-+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+-+ 
interarrival jitter 
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 
last SR (LSR) 
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ +-+-+-+ 
delay since last SR (DLSR) 
+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=4=+=+=+ 
I SSRC 2 (SSRC of second source) I 
+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+-+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+-+-+-+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+-+ -+ 
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I profile-specific extensions 
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +-+-+-+ 
Fig. 5. RTCP Sender Report 
as often as the bandwidth constraints allow. The specification suggests that the total 
bandwidth may take no more than twenty percent of the total conference bandwidth. 
RTCP transmission intervals are calculated each time a new participant is sensed. 
The minimum interval allowed is five seconds. 
One last important characteristic to note is that in a multicast conference, the 
data and control are sent using the same multicast address and sent to everyone. 
This allows a third party monitor to detect faults or bottlenecks in the distribution, 
but since the data is sent along with the control, the data stream will appear on the 
monitor's link even if it does not want it. 
C. Priority Forwarding 
Descriptions have been offered on how building a source tree is achieved and how 
end-to-end transport can be provided. What remains to be determined is how the 
network layer is going to provide a quality of service. One means of improving the 
quality of service is to prioritize important packets. In this research, important base 
layer multicast packets will be given priority over pyramidal difi'erence layer packets 
to improve the quality of service during congestion. Whereas building routing tables 
has traditionally been achieved by a, process running above the network kernel on a 
Unix machine, multicast I'orwarding occurs in the IP kernel. 
Fig. 6 outlines the process used to forward and prioritize a multicast packet in 
the IP kernel. A network interface such as Fthernet, ISDN, or FDDI generates a 
hardware interrupt which calls its device driver which ultimately places the packet 
on the IP input queue anrl schedules a software interrupt. Since hardware interrupts 
have a, higher priority than software interrupts, several packets may be left on the 
IP input queue before the software interrupt takes them off [10]. When the software 
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Fig. 6. Multicast Forwarding. 
interrupt occurs, the kernel calls ipintr which dequeues the packet, verifies it, and 
processes any options [10]. If the packet has reached its final destination, it is passed 
up to the transport layer, otherwise, t'pintr attempts to forward the packet. . If it is a 
multicast packet and if this is a multicast router, ipintr tries to forward the packet by 
calling ip mfortrtrtrd which determines the output virtual interface, and if there are no 
tunnels, it calls phyint send which actually makes a copy of the outgoing datagram 
and then decrements the TTL value [10]. Until recently, phyirtt send would pass the 
datagram directly to ip output, but, now it passes through tbf control so that tokens 
can be counted to see if the multicast rate limit has been exceeded. If the rate limit 
has not been exceeded, the packet is finally passed to ip output. If ihe multicast 
rate limit is exceeded, tbf control will call tbf dq sel to discard a member of the queue 
based on a precedence value [17]. 
The use of a. multicast rate limit will provide a convettient laboratory simulation 
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of congested conditions so that congestion avoidance algorithms may be evaluated. 
The priority mechanism is used when the rate limit is exceeded. Another reason the 
rate limit is used is because it is hard for the forwarding mechanism to know when 
congestion is dropping packets, but it is easy for it to know when a rate limit is 
making it drop packets [18]. This is because the kernel doesn't realize it is congested 
until it has reached the network interface output processing routine if output. 
D. Resource Reservation 
Resource reservation is a method used to earmark network resources for a conference. 
The Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) is a popular experimental implementa- 
tion. This research assumes that there is no such facility. The necessity of a, resource 
reservation protocol can not be assumed. If resources are to be reserved, then there 
will be those who are refused service. For the service to be acceptable to customers, 
the network must say "no" rarely. If the network is able to say "no" rarely, then 
reservations may not be necessary, and degraded service might be acceptable [19]. If 
degraded, non-reservation service is acceptable, layered media, will enjoy an additional 
importance on the Internet. 
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CHAPTER III 
NETWORK SUPPORT FOR A TWO-LAYER PYRAMIDAL CODER 
In this chapter, network support required for two-layered video is described. As a 
background for some of the congestion avoidance design decisions, a brief description 
of the the experimental pyramidal coder is necessary and will be presented first. 
Specical considerations needed for the delivery of layered video follow. The design 
of both a source-based congestion avoidance scheme with receiver feedback and a 
receiver-based congestion avoidance scheme are then described. A method that allows 
a receiver to quickly rejoin the pyramidal layer when it notices that the sender has 
lowered its quality is then described. Finally, a method that increases the probability 
of a successful rejoin is described. 
A. Description of Encoder 
The pyramidal coder uses both 320x240 and 160x120 resolution video frames as input 
to produce the pyramidal difference stream. The 8x8 conditional replenishment blocks 
produced by the first stage of the 160x120 resolution CU-SeeMe stream are upscaled 
to 16x16 blocks and subtracted from the corresponding 16x16 blocks from the 320x240 
image. The original pixel values are represented with 4 bits, but as the pyramidal 
difference values range from -15 to +15; they are represented with 5 bits [2]. 
A run length coding can be used to provide a, lossless compression for thc pyra- 
midal difference layer, but the pyramidal difi'erence values around zero can also be 
mapped to zero to achieve a reduction in the bit-rate at the expense of a reasonable 
reduction in quality. A quality parameter, q, is defined to control how many values 
are mapped to zero. For example, if q = 2, thon the difierence values -2, -1, +1, and 
+2 are all mapped to zero. Since most of the difference values generated by the coder 
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Fig. 7. Rate versus Quality Parameter for 320x240 Image [2]. 
are concentrated around zero, this example mapping actually reduces the bit-rate of 
the pyramidal difference stream by about two thirds [2]. This quality parameter is 
useful because it can be used to provide dynamic bit-rate adjustment, 
Fig. 7 shows the typical dependence of the complete 320x240 video bit-rate on 
the quality parameter at 2 frames/s. The contribution of the base layer stream to the 
rate is constant for all values. Tests suggest that q = 3 is a good choice as it provides 
good quality at a relatively low bit-rate [2]. 
B. End-to-End Data Delivery 
Several special considerations exist for delivering layered video on a multicast IP 
network. The application-level processing done at the receiver is more complicated 
than the packetization done at the source primarily due to the special cases that, arise 
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when packets are lost or processed out of order at the receiver application. Fig. 8 
shows the packetization process that occurs at the source. 
The frame capture, compression, and packetization process is initiated as a result 
of a software alarm. The frame capture function immediately sets another alarm for 
the next frame. The alarm interval is the reciprocal of the frames/s setting chosen 
by the user, After the frame is grabbed, a 320x240 image and a 160x120 image 
are constructed by decimation. The four most significant bits of the luminance are 
used to produce the 16 level greyscale video. If the user has selected to send only 
the 160x120 resolution, then only the 160x120 image is produced and compressed. 
This option saves valuable processing time and alloivs a higher frame rate. The RTP 
timestamp, which will be used for all the packets for the current frame, is generated 
and the compression module is called. 
In the compression module, each gx8 block in the video frame is compared to 
the one in the previous frame, and if its measure of change as calculated by the CU- 
SeeMe compression method is greater than a threshold, the block will be selected for 
transmission. If the decision is made to transmit a block, the 8x8 block is losslessly 
compressed, the corresponding 16x16 difference block is constructed and compressed, 
and each is added to their respective send buffer. If the addition of a block increases 
its buffer's length to more than 1000 bytes, the packetization module is called, the 
contents of the buffer are transmitted, and the buffer is cleared. Compression and 
packetization are tightly coupled in this way because it is desirable to seiid packets 
that end on block boundaries. This allows the receivers to salvage blocks from packets 
that follow a, lost packet for a given frame. Otherwise, if a packet starts in the 
middle of a block, there is no simple and efficient method to determine where the 
first complete block begins. 
Transmitting a buffer after it grows beyond a threshold of 1000 bytes after the 
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addition of a block keeps the maximum packet size within the Ethernet maximum 
transmittable unit (MTU) size of 1500 bytes. Preventing a packet from becoming 
fragmented makes it less susceptible to information loss as IP will discard the entire 
packet if any of the fragments are lost [20]. Keeping separate threshold values for 
each stream might be appropriate since 16x16 blocks are larger than 8x8 blocks. 
At the end of the data of a video frame for each layer, the encoder attaches a 255 
to let the decoder know where the data for a video frame ends. A 255 is an illegal 
value and is not a possible value that can be generated by the coder. Not only will 
the last packet of a video frame for each stream end with a 255, but it will also have 
its "last packet" marker bit set in the RTP field. The "last packet" marker serves 
a different function. While the 255 byte tells the decoder where the data ends, the 
RTP marker bit is designed to let the application know when to display the video 
frame. Alternatively, the decoder could have simply used the return values from the 
i ecvfrom calls to determine the bufFer size of each layer. 
Each stream is transmitted using a different multicast address so that the multi- 
cast, tree created may have different prunes for the base layer stream and the pyramidal 
stream as some receivers will not have the network resources to receive the pyramidal 
stream. Each stream is considered its own RTP session and consequently maintains 
its own RTP session source identifier (SSRC) so that each will have its own packet 
sequence number space. Packet loss calculations at the receiver are simpler in this 
arrangement than they would be if both streams belonged to the same RTP session, 
shariiig the same sequence number space. 
It is important to keep in mind that the base layer stream is sent with a higher 
priority than the pyramidal stream, but like assigning multicast addresses and session 
source identifiers, this occurs during initialization of the network channel. Also, it is 
convenient to sinid the base layer and pyramidal streams on difFerent port numbers 
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as well. As the port number is used in the advertisement for MBONE sessions, this 
scheme allows the application to immediately know which layer is which. 
However, if the system design was changed to allow multiple sources, this ar- 
rangement of using separate RTP sessions and separate UDP ports would prevent 
the receiver from decoding video from a source until it received an RTCP CNAME 
binding for that source [21]. Since reports are sent no more frequently that once every 
five seconds, this would be inconvenient. McCanne suggests using only one source 
identifier for all the layers in a video stream so the receiver may immediately decode 
and view the video without having to wait for the CNAME binding [21]. The aim 
of this research does not require multiple sources, so a separate source identifier for 
each layer will be kept. 
As mentioned previously, the packet processing for layered video at the receiver 
is relatively complicated. However, the fact that the source-rooted tree algorithms 
in use on the Internet deliver all multicast packets from the same source along the 
same tree [22] will simplify the reconstruction of video frames at the receiver. First, 
it will not be necessary to reorder the multicast packets. Since they all follow the 
same path, they will arrive in order. Second, no buffering will be needed to measure 
packet loss. If packet number n + 1 arrives before packet number n, there is no hope 
that packet number n may still arrive. 
Since the receiving application receives the two layers on two different multicast 
addresses, it will read the data, from the two layers on two different socket descriptors. 
Although IP can be relied upon to deliver multicast packets in order, multicast packets 
can not he expected to arrive at the receiving application in the order they were sent 
when two differen sockets are used. Specifically, the experimental source always 
sends the last base layer packet, for a video frame before the last pyramidal packet. 
This order will be maintained throughout the path in the interiietwork from source 
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to receiver and also in the receiver IP input queue, but when the IP kernel module 
decides that the multicast packet should be delivered to the transport layer (always 
UDP for multicast), it calls the UDP input processing function which places the UDP 
datagram on the appropriate socket buffer [10]. The receiver application knows that 
it has packets waiting on each socket, but it does not know that the packet in the 
base layer socket buffer arrived before the packet in the pyramidal socket buffer. This 
is very much like the shared human experience that occurs at the grocery store when 
choosing the shortest of two lines often results in a longer wait before service. 
From the previous discussion, it will be assumed that packet payload data may 
immediately be added to its respective receive buffer without reordering, but care 
must be taken to handle the cases where the last packets of each stream are processed 
out of order or do not arrive at all. The algorithm to process an incoming packet, 
whether it is a base layer or a pyramidal packet, will now be examined. For simplicity, 
the following description assumes that the 320x240 resolution image size is being 
viewed and thus the receiver is accepting both streams. However, the experimental 
tool supports viewing 160x120 resolution image size as well as 80x60 resolution. Each 
one of the two streams uses a separate multicast address. 
If a packet is waiting in one of the socket buffers, a software interrupt will call 
a general packet processing routine as depicted in Fig. 9. The packet is read into s. 
buffer in application memory space. The timestamp in the RTP header is checked 
to sec if it belongs to a, previous video frame that has already been rendered. This 
may happen if the first pyramidal packet of the next frame is processed before the 
last base layer packet of the current frame. There is a potential for ghosting in this 
situation. Ghosting occurs when new pyramidal information is updated on old base. 
layer blocks when the new base layer blocks have been lost. Fig. 10 shows this special 
condition. 
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Fig. 10. Packet Arrives After Its Frame Has Been Rendered. 
As noted in the second chapter, if a packet for a new video frame appears (one 
with a new timestamp) before the old video frame has been rendered, the application 
assumes it has lost the packet with the RTP "last packet" marker bit set, and it 
immediately renders the old video frame before it processes the new packet, 
If it is assumed that the internetwork priority mechanism always discards the 
pyramidal packets for a given video frame before the base layer packets, the case will 
never occur when the last base layer packet for the current frame is lost and the first 
base layer packet of the next frame is processed before the last pyramidal packet of 
the current frame. 
If the current packet does indeed belong to the previous rendered frame, it is 
discarded and the routine is finished processing the packet. 
Next, if the current packet's RTP timestamp does not represent a previously 
rendered frame, the possibility that it represents a new frame while the current frame 
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has not yet been rendered is checked. This occurs when the last pyramidal packet is 
lost. Before the packet may be processed any further, a 255 byte is added to the end 
of of the compressed pyramidal data buffer (so that the decompression routine will 
know where the data ends since the original 255 byte has been lost), and the current 
video frame is immediately decompressed and rendered. It is also possible that all 
the pyramidal packets have been lost and the last base layer packet, too. In this 
case, a 255 byte must be added to the compressed base layer data buffer as well, and 
the bufFer must be decompressed here as a last base layer packet did not previously 
trigger the base layer decompression routine. After the decompression and rendering 
of the previous video frame, the packet is allowed to be processed. 
The packet payload is now permitted to be added to the appropriate compressed 
data buffer. If the RTP "last packet" marker bit is not set, the routine is finished. If 
it is set, the port is examined to determine what layer the packet belongs to. 
lf it is a base layer ps, cket, the data, in the baseline compressed buffer is un- 
compressed. If the corresponding last pyramidal packet has not arrived, the routine 
is finished. Otherwise, if the last pyramidal packet has already arrived, then the 
pyramidal difFerence data is uncompressed and the 320x240 image is rendered. 
Otherwise, if upon examining the port, it is a, pyramidal packet and the last base 
layer packet has already arrived, the pyramidal data is uncompressed and the image 
is rendered. If the last medium packet has not already arrived, the routine does not 
uncompress and render the image. 
Figs. 11 and 12 demonstrate the improvement in video quality in the presence of 
congestion. The first frame shows the serious effects of packet loss for a 320x240 CV- 
SeeMe multicast stream using the nv videoconferencing tool [23]. The second frame 
shows a 320x240 pyramidal stream with priority given to the base layer stream. These 
two frames were subjected to a roughly fifty percent packet loss by setting a, multicast 
Fig, 12. Packet Loss Effecta for CafeMocha. 
Flg. 13. Packet Loss Effects for CafeMocha with No Poor&ty. 
rate limit on a. router. Fig. 10 shows the eAects of packet loss on a pyramidal 320x240 
stream with no priority given to the base layer stream. The ghosting effects are due to 
new pyramidal information bemg updated on old base layer blocks when the new base 
layer blocks have been lost. The dependence on the priority mechanism is evident. 
Note that although the two layers were delivered on two different multicast channels, 
this was not necessary to provide the improved quality. Hoth streams could very well 
have been sent on one multicast channel as long as the base layer stream was given 
priority. 
End-to-end delivery of two-layered video data, has now been addressed, and con- 
sequently receivers enjoy the benefit of receiving gracefully reduced video quality in 
the presence of packet loss as long as t, here is enough bandwidth to at least receive 
the base layer. However, the network is a, shared resource, and the system must not 
be allowed to annex as much of this resource for itself as it wants. The remaining 
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sections in this chapter attempt to find a balance between providing good quality 
video to the session members and avoiding congestion at the links in the multicast 
tree. 
C. Source-based Congestion Avoidance 
The design of a congestion avoidance scheme for video delivery without the use. of 
resource reservation has been attempted' in [24, 25, 26, 27]. Neither [26] nor [27] 
address how their schemes would be used in a multicast environment. None of these 
schemes use layered video and consequently suffer serious quality degradation in the 
presence of packet loss. All of these schemes use a feedback mechanism so that 
the sender can reduce its output bit-rate in response to packet loss measured at the 
receivers. In [24], it is noted that this type of scheme has to contend with the possible 
problem of feedback delay being too high to report the current state of the network. 
After congestion is alleviated by reducing the source rate, the source will receive 
favorable packet loss reports from the receiver(s) and raise its output rate, which 
tends to cause congestion again. A filter is used in [25] to avoid these oscillations in 
the source output rate. The idea is to put less weight on new packet loss reports. A 
filtered loss rate A represented by the following equation 
A = (1 — o)A+ ri*b o E (0, 1) (3. 1) 
is used to produce a, more stable system. The filtered value is composed of the 
newly received value Ii weighted by n and the previous filtered value weighted by the 
compliment of n. Reducing o increases the influence on previous values and makes 
the system less responsive to changes. Short term congestion is less likely to cause 
the source to reduce its rate, snd the source will not raise its rate unless uncongested 
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conditions have persisted for a while. A congestion threshold is defined 4o be the 
packet loss percentage that results in unacceptable video quality. When A exceeds 
the congestion threshold allowed, there is a multiplicative decrease to aggressively 
reduce the bandwidth. When it falls into the unloaded region, there is an additive 
increase. There is a region between the congested and unloaded region in which the 
source takes no action, 
The effects of adjusting the output rate with the quality parameter for the coder 
used in this research can be seen in Fig. 7. The coder can aggresively reduce its band- 
width by increasing the number of values mapped to zero. Remember that changing 
q from 0 to 2 reduces the bandwidth by approximately two-thirds. If congestion still 
persists at q = 2, it would make sense to set q = 15 which would cause the coder to 
refrain from sending the pyramidal layer. Bandwidth can slowly be added back when 
the network is uncongested by reducing q until q reaches 2 or 3. Adding bandwidth 
by reducing q at this point causes a drastic increase in the output bit-rate and is 
likely to return the network into a congested state. 
In general, [24] and [25] make the bandwidth adjustment decision by providing 
the "greatest good for the greatest many" in a conference with many receivers. For 
example, if a majority of the receivers are suffering high packet loss, the source will 
reduce its bandwidth. Using a two-layered coder allows the fair use of a. difi'erent 
policy. The pyramidal bit-rate will only be reduced if all receivers are either reporting 
high packet loss or have dropped the pyramidal layer. This is fair because all of thc 
receivers now have the privelege of receiving a, minimum quality with the base layer 
stream. Thc pyramidal stream can now be used to provide high quality video to those 
who have the resources. They no longer have to suffer a reduction in quality if most 
of receivers in the conference are connected to low bandwidth links. 
However, the use of two-layered video does not make source-based congestion 
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avoidance obselete, It can still be used if all the receivers are suffering packet loss. 
Moreover, the source should stop transmitting the pyramidal layer if no receivers are 
requesting it, This optimization prevents unnecessary bandwidth from being wasted 
on the source's subnet. This can be achieved by setting q = 15. 
D. Receiver-based Congestion Avoidance 
As mentioned in the previous section, there are some serious drawbacks to the source- 
based congestion avoidance method. The implementations that use the source-based 
congestion avoidance scheme are actually expecting it to perform two functions. Not 
only is the scheme used for congestion avoidance, but at the same time it is used 
for improving the quality of service by reducing packet loss. When this scheme is 
used in a conference with many participants, it can provide neither of these functions 
well. It has already been shown that using a layered video approach improves the 
quality of service by gracefully reducing the quality in the presence ol' packet loss. A 
receiver-based scheme will now be examined for its suitability in providing congestion 
avoidance in a multicast, environment. 
A receiver-based scheme requires a layered coder and allows each receiver of thc 
multicast session to take action for itself when it determines the path between it, and 
the source is congested. Like the source-based scheme, a receiver measures packet 
loss for an indication of congestion, but instead of having to communicate this to 
tho source, the receiver is now empowered to quickly make its own decision. By 
dropping the highest layer in the hierarchy, the receiver cuts the rate of data, flow on 
its subnet, and those pruned. Fig. 14 shows receiver-based congestion avoidance v ith 
a two-layered coder. Member Z has left the pyramidal group and the multicast tree 
has been pruned back from Member Z to Router 1. All traffic between Router 1 and 
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Fig. 14. Pruning the Pyramidal Layer. 
Member Z does not have to compete with the bandwidth generated by the source 
W's pyramidal stream. 
Although priority forwarding in the routers will handle congestion at the bot- 
tleneck, thc receiver-based approach allows traffic to be discarded further upstream 
from the congested link in the source tree [28]. Although the upstream links from the 
congested router are not congested, better use may be made of the links by Trans- 
mission Control Protocol (TCP) streams that have backed off for the enhancement 
layer [22]. Also, if a layer is only contributing a small number of high quality blocks 
to the base image, it is not helping the picture, and it may be discarded. 
Dropping a layer when all routers toward the source have priority forwarding 
does not improve the quality of the video at the receiver. However, if there is a router 
in the path that does not prioritize packets and it is the bottleneck, then dropping 
a layer would most likely improve the quality by allowing more base layer packets to 
be forwarded, 
As noted in [29], a receiver should aggressively drop a layer, However, the re- 
ceiving application should give the priority forwarding mechanism a chance to absorb 
short term congestion and should drop the pyramidal layer only during longer term 
congestion. This strategy prevents transient surges in the network from unnecessarily 
compromising the receiver's video quality. Also, repetitively joining a layer might be 
burdensome to the network. With DVMRP, routers remember which NMRs they 
have sent. A join immmediately includes a group (layer) in the conference by sending 
out cancellation messages to undo the effect of the NMRs [13]. Each cancellation 
message must be positively acknowledged. So, an appropriate interval to sample lost 
packets needs to be determined which attempts to balance the desire to be agressive 
and the desire to provide the best quality to the receiver. 
As a layer should be dropped as soon as the receiver decides the congestion is not 
short term, it should be conservative in its attempt to add it. After an appropriately 
selected rejoin interval, the receiver may try to join the layer again. Packet loss can 
be sampled again to determine if the link is still congested. However, it may well 
be the case that the extra traffic added by the pyramidal layer might constantly be 
sufficient to put the bottleneck link in a congested state. This is especially true if 
the bottleneck link is the last link in the multicast tree. In this case, no choice of 
rejoin interval will be sufficient. The problem is that measuring packet loss is an 
unsatisfactory method to infer the spare capacity needed to allow a successful join. 
If two receivers are on the same subnet, their criteria for joining and leaving a 
layer should be designed to allow them to agree on when to leave and when to join. If 
one ol' the receivers has decided that the network is congested and drops the highest 
layer in the hierarchy, the multicast group will not be pruned unless all other receivers 
on the subnet make the same decision. II' each measures congestion by calculating 
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the percentage of RTP sequence numbers that did not arrive, they will have the same 
basis to make a decision. They can synchronize their actions by joining and leaving 
on the reception of an RTCP sender report since the sender report will appear on 
the network interface of each at the same time. However, the granularity does not 
need to be this fine, and it would be natural for them to take action when they are 
generating an RTCP receiver report as this is where the receiver makes its packet loss 
calculations to share with the other conference members. RTCP receiver reports are 
designed to be unsynchronized to prevent periodic surges in the network when a large 
number of participants are involved, but as they are required to be sent periodically, 
using this event to make a decision will provide a certain degree of granularity for a 
consensus prune. 
If a receiver upstream of another receiver decides to drop the pyramidal layer, 
the downstream receiver will make the same decision unless the upstream receiver 
is hound by processing speed. It is typical in this case for the UDP input bufFer to 
overfiow. 
An important and unique problem exists when using RTP sequence numbers to 
make join and leave decisions. No packets for the layer are received during the time 
it is dropped. Consequently, the first loss sample calculated by a receiver following 
a rejoin will be corrupted as the received packet count will be artificially low. Onc 
way to prevent the receiver from accidently dropping the layer due to the corrupted 
statistic is to ignore the first sample following a rejoin and wait for the next one before 
making a, leave decision. 
E. Quick Recovery Scheme 
One of the problems with RTP is that it does not allow a participant to monitor 
RTCP control messages without receiving the corresponding data stream. This is the 
result of the specification of sending both streams on the same IP multicast address. 
A third-party monitoring application that wishes to diagnose faults or bottlenecks 
in the multicast distribution is one example of an application that does not wish to 
receive the data stream while receiving the control messages from all the participants. 
It would also be useful for a receiver to continue to receive statistics on the 
pyramidal layer after it has dropped it. If the receiver, after dropping the pyramidal 
layer, is privy to the rate being transmitted on the pyramidal channel, it should be 
able to make a better estimate of its ability to rejoin. One way of accomplishing this 
is to diverge from the RTP specification. By sending each layer's RTCP stream on 
the multicast address of the base stream, the receiver will have access to the statistics 
of each layer as long as it is receiving the base stream. The sender's payload data rate 
can be estimated by inspecting the sender's octet count in the sender reports [14]. 
'. Now, after a receiver drops the pyramidal layer, it can monitor the pyramidal 
stream and detect when the source lowers its rate. At this time, it may prematurely 
rejoin the pyramidal stream. That is, it may now join earlier than usua] since it has 
an indicator that it may be able to receive the stream. If the source is using source- 
based congestion avoidance, and the other receivers in the conference are agreeable 
to it, the source will lower its rate soon after the receiver has dropped the layer, and 
the receiver may quickly recover at a, quality higher than the base layer stream alone 
can provide. Although this hybrid scheme may help in some cases, it has a couple of 
obvious problems. First, if there are many receivers, it is most likely that some will 
have sufficient network capacity and will prefer that the source not lower its rate to 
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accomodate the receiver who has dropped a layer. Second, even if the other receivers 
have agreed to let the source drop its rate to provide a reasonable level of quality 
(perhaps q = 3), the bottleneck may still exist. 
F. An Agent for the Rejoin Decision 
What the receiver really needs to know is how much capacity is available at the 
bottleneck. The bottleneck is often, but not always, the last link in the multicast 
tree. An agent could live on the routers attached to the receiver's link. The agent on 
the router toward the source could provide its spare capacity to the receiver. If the 
receiver is receiving RTCP messages for the pyramidal layer on the base channel, it 
can subtract the rate of the pyramidal stream from the spare capacity statistic to get 
a, very good idea if it should rejoin the pyramidal group if the bottleneck is indeed 
the loca, l link. 
Fig. 15 shows the streams receivers use to obtain statistics to make the rejoin 
decision. Since a. router's capacity would only be needed rarely, it would only be 
broadcast, on the local subnet in response to a query from the receiver. The query 
is multicast with a TTL of 1 and to a. "well-known" multicast address. The query 
contains a single (source, group) pair if there is one source so that the correct router 
will respond to the receiver. Ii' there are multiple sources, the situation becomes 
much more complicated unless each source uses a, different set of multicast addresses 
for transmission. This is currently the only way to selectively reject different sources. 
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Fig, 15. Receivers Use Sender's octet Count and Agent's Capacity Report, 
CHAPTER IV 
SIMULATION RESULTS 
In this chapter, the results of different congestion avoidance schemes are presented 
and analyzed while keeping in mind that each method must also balance the desire 
to provide good quality video to the receivers. After showing the performance of 
Bill Fenner's multicast priority mechanism [17j used in these experiments, results for 
three congestion avoidance methods are examined. 
A. Evaluation of Space Priority Scheme 
The multicast priority mechanism was described on p. 11. It was designed to let 
MBONE users give priority to audio over video as degradation of audio due to packet 
loss is more irritating than degradation of video. It is desired to use this same 
mechanism to give priority to the base layer. When the rate of multicast bandwidth 
across the router exceeds the multicast rate limit set by the administrator, packets 
with lower priority are discarded in favor of higher priority packets. It is important 
to scrutinize the priority forwarding mechanism to make sure it provides this service 
which is crucial to the use of layered video. 
A roughly two minute video sequence was chosen and multicast at four frames 
per second. Ni'o audio was transmitted. The multicast rate limit of a FreeBSD router 
was set at 100 kb/s. The sequence was played four times; twice with assigning both 
layers at the same priority, and then twice with the base layer given a higher priority 
than the pyramidal layer. Packet loss was measured at, the receiver through the use 
of RTP sequence numbers. An independent confirmation of the loss statistics was 
provided by "netstat -gs. " When a low priority packet is displaced by a high priority 
packet. it is reported as "datagrams selectively dropped. " When a packet arrives and 
Table I. Performance of Multicast Priority Forwarding, 100kb/s rate limit. 
PRIORITY BASE PACKETS LOST 
(lost/total) 
PYRAMIDAL PACKETS LOST 
(lost/total) 
off 527/926 1074/2204 
522/917 1038/2187 
on I/848 1269/2019 
on 0/858 1281/2044 
the queue is full, it is reported as "datagrams dropped due to queue overflow [18]. " 
As can be seen in Table I, for the first two trials that do not prioritize packets, 
more than hali'of the base layer packets are lost. This causes unacceptable deteriora- 
tion in the video quality. Between the next two trials, only one base layer packet was 
lost. The careful accountant will notice an apparent loss of packets as around 500 
lost base packets turn into half that many pyramidal packets on the next two trials. 
This is partially caused by a shorter video sequence being transmitted as the total 
packet count is lower. In addition, the average pyramidal packet length is larger than 
the average base layer packet length because more pyramidal packets are generated 
per video frame. All of the pyramidal packets, except for the last one of the frame, 
are guaranteed to be greater than 1000 bytes. 
It is evident, that the priority scheme is very good. If there is a, lot of motion in 
the scene, the rate for the base layer could easily exceed the router's 100 kb/s rate 
limit at four frames per second. This almost surely explains the lost hase layer packet 
in the third trial. 
B. Results of Source-based Congestion Avoidance 
In the previous chapter, it was proposed that for two-layered video delivery, it is fair 
for a source to refrain from lowering its rate unless all receivers have either dropped 
the pyramidal layer or are losing a significant number of packets. This is justified 
because all receivers now benefit from a minimum 160x120 resolution on the base 
layer. The experiments in this section will use one receiver. Even the results of 
a simple scheme such as this will allow some interesting observations. The video 
sequence that is used for each trial is about ten minutes of the movie "When Harry 
Met Sally [30]. " It begins with nearly two minutes of very low motion as Harry and 
Sally are sitting still watching "Casablanca, " and throughout the rest of the sequence, 
there is a wide variance of motion. The sequence ends when an older woman says 
"I' ll have what she's having. " 
The video is sent at 3 frames/s. Audio is also sent using VAT [31] PCM2 speech 
coding. Equal priority is given to the audio and the base layer. A lower priority is 
given to the pyramidal layer. The receiver is one hop away from the sender, separated 
by a FreeBSD router with a multicast rate limit set at 250 kb/s. With no feedback, 
results are shown in Fig. 16 for the congestion measured in lost packets/second at the 
router. Measurements are taken at 3 second intervals. Quality q = 0 is maintained 
for 4he entire sequence. Fig. 17 shows the bandwidth generated at the source for 
the 160x120 resolution stream and the bandwidth for the entire 320x240 resolution. 
These bandwidth measurements do not include bandwidth generated by any of the 
protocol headers. Availability of the program which runs on the router to measure 
discarded packets is mentioned in Appendix A. 
The first observation 4hat can be made is that with a low rate limit of 250 
kb/s, the combination of the audio and video causes fairly consistent, congestion 
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starting right before the two minute mark with the initial spike which happens to 
be a scene change. It is also important to note that throughout these tests, there 
is no contention with other multicasts for the 250 kb/s of bandwidth. The receiver 
has 250 kb/s dedicated for itself. Also important is that in the second half of the 
sequence, there is an interval greater than 30 seconds where the combination of the 
audio and the base layer alone congests the router. This peak region for the base layer 
is observable in Fig. 17 between timestamps 580 and 610. Even if the pyramidal layer 
is not transmitted, the video quality will be seriously degraded, This suggests that, 
ideally, a rate ceiling should be set for the base layer, and when this rate is exceeded, 
the encoder should attempt to smooth its output to stay within the ceiling. 
The first optimization to be attempted is for the source to lower the rate of the 
pyramidal layer by incrementing q when it receives a packet loss statistic of 20 percent 
or greater from the receiver. Receiver reports for these experiments are generated 
every 5 seconds, so the packet loss interval will also be 5 seconds. With less than 
twenty percent packet loss, the video quality has been perceived by the author to be 
fairly good. When the source receives a packet loss statistic of zero percent, it will 
decrement q by one. If it is in between zero and twenty percent, it does nothing. 
Figs. 18 and 19 show the results of this optimization. 
In this run, o = 1. All the weight is given to the current loss value. A simple 
observation to be made is that the output rate of the base layer did not change from 
the original run and will not change for any of the remaining runs. The congestion 
has been reduced somewhat, but the source is making the decision to increase its 
output, rate too quickly. When q drops to one or zero, the coder is raising its rate 
drastically, and it is sending the router back into a congested state. Increasing the 
output bit-rate by simply decreasing q is counterproductive. Bandwidth needs to 
be added much more slowly to produce a. stable system. This might be achieved by 
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shaping the traffic at the source. Also notice the initial spike again. This wasted 
bandwidth can not be fixed with a feedback scheme, but it might be fixed with traffic 
shaping at the source. 
Although we can expect the drastic rate increase from q = 2 to q = 0 to continue 
to be a source of instability, it might be interesting to reduce cr from one to other 
values. Figs. 20 and 21 show n = 0. 75. As can be seen, giving weight to previous 
values seems to be helpful in this situation as the source does not hurry as much to 
increase its rate. However, no amount of trickery using this method will overcome the 
instability. But this method might indeed work well with a traffic shaping scheme. 
Again, the role of a source-based congestion scheme is limited in a multicast 
environment as it can not accommodate many participants. A much better alterna- 
tive in multicast conferences is a receiver-driven scheme in which each receiver can 
determine for itself if its network can support the bandwidth required. If the network 
can not support it, the receiver asks the network to discard any enhancement layers 
it cannot support. 
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C, Results of Receiver-based Congestion Avoidance 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, there is a problem when a receiver rejoins the 
pyramidal layer. The first loss sample after the rejoin will be artificially high because 
the received packet count was constant while the pyramidal layer was dropped, and 
the total packet count continued to increase. Figs. 22 and 23 show the effects of this 
problem. 
Before discussing the problem, it must be mentioned that in order to counteract 
the system's instability, the source was modified to wait for eight consecutive favorable 
loss reports before it moves q from 2 to 1 or from 1 to 0, but it is still easy to move 
q from 3 to 2. 
Each time the receiver rejoins the pyramidal group, it immediately leaves it the 
next time it samples packet loss. This indirectly, but unmistakenly, shows up in the 
quality graph in Fig. 22. The source responds to the artificially large packet loss 
statistic by incrementing q to 3. The router shows hardly any congestion since it is 
not, trying to forward the pyramidal layer most of the time, but the receiver almost 
never gets the chance to receive good quality after it drops the pyramidal layer once. 
But, more importantly, the lack of congestion is due to the new kludge of making the 
source wait for eight favorable loss reports before dropping g to one or zero. The 
receiver waits to rejoiri after 10 packet loss samples, which in this case is 50 seconds. 
Figs. 24 and 25 shoiv these effects fixed. The quality does not bounce from 2 to 
3 roughly every 50 seconds like the previous run. However, when the source lowers q 
to 0, the receiver must drop the layer again and wait a while. Again, remember that, 
since the router is often not forwarding the pyramidal layer, the pyramidal stream is 
not contributing to the congestion. 
The receiver of layered video is prepared to deal with indefinite congestion, but 
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as the network is a shared resource, the receiver should act with some sense of urgency 
when it reports high packet loss so tllat it will not prevent others from getting useful 
work done. The interval over which to sample packet loss before making the decision 
to drop a layer is a question of how much pain the source causes the users on the 
network. This research will present results for a very conservative approach. The 
decision to drop the pyramidal layer will be made after each loss sample. A better 
idea of where the breaking point might occur would seem to require a more complex 
testbed and network simulations. 
D. Results of Quick Recovery Scheme 
In the receiver-based congestion avoidance experiments, the receiver drops a layer 
and the source responds by incrementing q. Now, the rate is at a level acceptable 
to the receiver, but the receiver has been maintaining a policy of waiting 50 seconds 
before attempting to rejoin the pyramidal group. If the receiver sees that the source 
has lowered its rate, it can try to rejoin the layer early. One way a receiver can detect 
the lowered rate is by simply inspecting the octet count in the RTCP sender report. 
To make the experiment even simpler, the source will append its quality value in the 
NAME field when it sends out an RTCP message. If the receiver sees the value of q 
increase, it will rejoin. The receiver will stop attempting to rejoin using this scheme 
when q increases from 3 to 4. At this point, the source is not lowering its rate enough 
to significantly increase the probability that the receiver will be able to successfully 
rejoin. If it successfully joins, the receiver will be able to enjoy a, higher quality of 
video than it otherwise would bc able to afford. 
Figs. 26 and 27 show the results of the quick recovery scheme. On this trial, 
the times that the receiver joined and dropped the pyramidal layer are shown. With 
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the exception of the time slice from 5842 to 5888, the pyramidal stream was rejoined 
exactly ten seconds after it was dropped. The exception was due to q increasing to 
four. The i'act that it would not have been able to successfully rejoin during this period 
even if it tried validates the decision to yield at q = 4. The video quality obtained 
during the video sequence was significantly improved since the receiver was able to 
make use of the pyramidal stream when it could. The video image more closely 
approximated the true 320x240 image since no more than 3 pyramidal difference 
values were mapped to zero instead of 15. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION 
Integrating multimedia into an internetwork that was not designed for it is an exciting 
challenge, and much has been learned. Although there are many questions still to be 
answered, it is almost certain that hierarchical video will play an important role as 
networks will continue to be heterogeneous. Networks will need to be modified to pro- 
vide priority service to handle multimedia traffic, Priority service is a requirement for 
hierarchical video. Source-based congestion avoidance schemes are good for unicast 
conferences, but are extremely limited in use for multicast. Receiver-based congestion 
avoidance appears to be a legitimate method for long-term congestion avoidance. 
In this research, networking improvements were implemented for a popular video 
coder. The delivery of layered video was examined and implemented, and two new 
approaches to balancing video quality and congestion avoidance were described. 
Packet processing at the receiver is rather complicated with two-layer video as 
packets appear on two different sockets. Although IP multicast delivers all packets 
for a multicast group in order, pyramidal packets may be processed out of order with 
respect to base layer packets at the application level. Although this causes a wide 
variety of problem conditions that must be serviced, s, working implementation was 
developed that demonstrates appealing video even during heavy packet loss. 
It was noted that with receiver-based congestion avoidance, the method that is 
defined to report packet loss in the RTP specification breaks down when applied to a 
m»lticast stream that is dynamically pruned and joined throughout the conference. 
After a, receiver rejoins a pyramidal layer, its first loss sample can be throwii out 
to prevent the receiver from thinking that packets it did not ask for were actually 
dropped due to congestion. 
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There is a tradeoff involved with a receiver-based congestion avoidance scheme. 
The receiver wishes to drop the pyramidal layer as soon as possible if there is going 
to be persistant congestion, but it does not want to drop it at all if the congestion 
turns out to be short-term. How long a receiver can wait before it makes the decision 
to drop a layer depends on how much pain the unpruned source is causing the other 
users on the network. 
A hybrid scheme was shown to have an advantage over the receiver-based scheme 
alone if the other receivers were agreeable to a slight degradation in their quality. 
Whereas a receiver-based scheme alone is powerless in its ability to let a receiver 
who has dropped a layer receive better quality, the hybrid scheme allows the receiver 
to quickly upgrade its video quality and keep it for the long duration that it would 
otherwise be degraded. 
Finally, a scheme that seems to be promising was described which requires not 
only output rate reports from the sender, but free capacity reports from the local 
router to determine if the receiver can rejoin with a higher probability of success. 
Although the method described only works when the bottleneck is the local link, this 
is a common situation. Consequently, it is an interesting area for further research. 
Another area for further research stems from the degraded quality of service that 
was observed in the video sequence when base layer packets were lost. It would be 
helpful to impose a limit on the output rate of the base layer. Smoothing the output 
rate of the base layer to stay underneath the limit while still providing good video 
seems challenging. 
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APPENDIX A 
MULTICAST VIDEOCONFERENCING — CAFEMOCHA 
CafeMocha is a one-to-many implementation of a pyramidal coder which di- 
vides video into 3 separate streams of information and distributes them using three 
multicast channels. The medium resolution video is coded using the CU-SeeMe com- 
pression algorithm and is sent on one multicast address. The large resolution video 
uses 2 multicast addresses; the medium channel plus an enhancement channel. 
It is not available on-line for public consumption, but may be obtained through 
the Multimedia Communications and Networking Lab through the email address 
students@www-mcnl. tamu. edu. 
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